2016 4-H Camp Class List

1. **Craft**: Campers will have a choice of camp craft.
2. **Creative Dramatics**: In this class, youth will learn all about the communication arts; from improv and skit performances to enhanced public speaking. This class is a great option to help counselors and campers become more comfortable on stage in front of groups and start training that next group of camp Master of Ceremonies.
3. **Fun with Foods**: Youth learn cooking, healthy living, and kitchen skills while creating and enjoying tasty treats.
4. **Imagination Makers**: (New) Do you have a camper that is always taking things apart just to mix and match parts with something else to create a whole new invention? This class will help them to find their inner creativity and transform ordinary materials into the extraordinary pieces.
5. **Kayaking**: Learn basic kayak parts and strokes in a safe environment. Paddle around and investigate the surrounding environment from the perspective of a kayak.
6. **Mad Scientist 101**: In this session, campers will “think like a scientist” by engaging in a series of fun, hands-on activities involving science inquiry. Campers may build and test a homemade rocket, investigate clouds and weather, explore the chemistry of food, how sound is made, and much more! NOTE: Activities offered may vary each summer.
7. **Outdoor Skills**: This class is designed to give youth unique outdoor experiences including the science of fire and fire starting, GPS/GIS, orienteering, environmental stewardship, and basic survival skills.
8. **Pioneer Encounter**: (New) Learn about the resources and experiences of the pioneers through outdoor cooking/campfire cooking and creative tools and techniques.
9. **Recreational Dance**: Are you concerned that your youth may not be excited about “The Dance” because they don’t know the dances? This is the perfect time for them to learn. Also, camp staff will start to introduce youth to more advanced dance techniques including circle and swing dancing.
10. **Shooting Sports- Archery**: Campers will learn about safety and the proper way to shoot a bow and arrow. They will also have an opportunity to shoot at targets.
11. **Shooting Sports- Air Rifle**: (New) Campers will learn about safety and the proper way to shoot an air rifle. They will also have an opportunity to shoot at targets.
12. **Shooting Sports-Shotgun (must be 12 years)**: (New) Campers will learn about safety and the proper way to shoot shotgun. They will also have an opportunity to shoot at targets. Youth must be at least 12 years old (as of Sept 1, 2015).
13. **Sport Fishing/Angler Education**: (New) Do you have youth interested in fishing? This series of sessions introduces youth to the Florida 4-H Sport Fishing program with topics such as angling skills, off shore and boat fishing, aquatic ecology, and tackle crafting.
14. **Wildlife and Nature Explorations**: (New) Learn about the wildlife and ecosystems around you while gaining outdoor recreational experiences, knowledge, and skills.